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* WASHINGTON. D.C. 30666-0001

% December 4,1997g

Mr. David A. Lochbaum
Nuclear Safety Engineer
Union of Concerned Scientists
1616 P Street, NW., Suite 310

'

Washington, DC 20036 1495

Dear Mr. Lochbaum:
,

I am responding to the letter you sent me on August 4,1937, enclosing an evaluation
that, for some unknown reason, is dated September 22,1997, concerning safety issues at
Millstone Unit 3. In the letter and its enclosure, the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS)
concludes that Northeast Utilities (NU, the licensee) has consistently operated Millstone
Unit 3 in violation of Federal safety regulations, that the NRC should implement a strict
enforcement policy for Millstone Unit 3 if this plant is allowed to restart, and that NU and
the NRC underestimated the risk to public health from operating Millstone Unit 3 despite
longstanding design problems. The UCS recommended that the NRC hold NU accountable,
using the following measures, if the plant is restarted: (1) conduct its inspections of the
facility for comp'iance to Federal safety regulations; (2) treat every NRC inspection finding
as two problems-the deficiency itself and the implicit failure of NU's quality assurance
program to previously identify / correct the deficiency; and (3) require a mandatory plant
shutdown when the number of violations exceeds a well-defined and predetermined value.

The NRC staff has recognized and documented the decline in performance at Millstone
over the past several years. Althougn the NRC aggressively pursued issues associated
with performance problems, the staff did not fully recognize the broad extent of the
performance problems and the degree of ineffectiveness of the licensee's corrective
actions until approximately 2 years ago. In January 1996, the NRC informed the licensee
that it had placed the Millstone site on the NRC's " Watch List" as a Category 2 facility
because of concerns about corrective action effectiveness, adherence to procedures, the
handling of employee concerns, and design-basis deficiencies; these concerns are similar
to the examples you offered in your letter. In June 1996, the Commission designated,

' Millstone as a Category 3 facility on the Watch List because of additional inspection
findings regarding design-basis and design-control deficiencies.

The Millstone units will remain shut down until (1) the licensee can demonstrate to the
NRC that adequate programs have been established and implemented to ensure substantial
improvement and (2) the NRC staff obtains Commission approval by vote. As you noted.,

| in order to focus more regulatory attention on the licensee's significant weaknesses, in
L November 1996 the NRC established a Special Projects Office within the Office of Nuclear

i
| Reactor Regulation to oversee inspection and licensing activities at the Millstone site.
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The NRC staff has developed a Millstone Restart Assessment Plan (RAP) addlessing the
significani technical issues at Millstone Unit 3, as well as the programmatic issues
common to the three Millstone units. The NRC staff is aware of the issues raised in ycur
letter, and the licensee will have to address them and other restart issues before gaining
approval from the Commission to restart. The NRC will verify that corrective actions
associated with the restart issues are appropriately implemented, if the plant is allowed to
restart, it will be placed on the NRC's Watch List (as a Category 2 facility) and, cherefore,
will continue to warrant 'acreased NRC attention.

With regard to the NRC inspecting for compliance to Federal safety regulations, the NRC
does not simply radit the plant against a licensee's procedures and other documents as
you implied. The purpose of the NRC's routine inspection program is to maintain ongoing
assurance of the adequacy and effectiveness of licensee performance with respect to safe
operation and adherence to NRC regulatory requirements. This effort is systematic and
scheduled, it is characterized in large part by repetitive, cyclic inspection of various

- licensee activities. The amount of allotted inspection effort is based on safety significance
and the frequency that an activity is performed. A licensee's compliance with NRC
regulations and the plant's licensing documentation including Technical Specifications is
fundamentalin providing assurance that the staff has~ confidence in the safety of licensed

: activities.

With regard to treating every NRC inspection finding as two problems (the deficiency itself
and the implicit failure of NU's quality assurance program to previously identify / correct the
deficiency), the NRC looks at all deficiencies in several different ways. Deficiencies are
reviewed for safety significance and the licensee's immediate corrective actions, how they
were identified (licensee or NRC), whether the licensee missed an earlier opportunity to
discover the issue (possibly indicating a weakness in self assessment or the quality
assurance (OA) oversight role), and whether the deficiency ;s repetitive (indicating a
corrective action weakness). The staff generally agrees that an NRC inspection finding
can indicate that the OA barriers have not served as expected and there could be a
licensee oversight problem. The NRC expects licensees to address not only the deficiency,
but also the root cause of the deficiency, which may include OA issues.

Witt, egard to the recommendation to require a mandatory plant shutdown when the
number of violations exceeds a well defined and predetermined value, the staff evaluates
each non-compliance with NRC regulations both in terms of its direct safety and regulatory
significance and by assessing whether it is part of a pattern of non-compliance (i.e., the
degree of pervasiveness) that can lead to the determination that licensee control processes
are no longer adequate to ensure protection of public health and safety. The NRC
enforcement policy recognized the complex nature of nuclear power plant operation and
regulation when it adopted differing severiti evels and recognized the need for judgmentl

when choosing enforcement sanctions. Each nforcement action is dependent on the
circumstances of the case and may, followir, 1propriate deliberation, result in refraining
from taking any action, taking specific enfow a ent action, issuing orders, or providing
input to other regulatory actions or assessments, such as increased oversight (e.g.,
increased inspection). More importantly, as previously discussed, should the Commission
approve restart, the Millstone site will remain on the NRC's Watch List, which will in
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effect, result in continuing close regulatory scrutiny of facility operations. Although the
staff does not support such automatic sanctions as you describe, the Commission will, of
course, independently consider what actions it deems to be appropriate yvhen it evaluates
readiness for restart.

in recognition that regulation of nuclear activities, in many cases, does not lend itself to a
mechanistic treatment, judgment must be exercised in determining the severity lavels of
the violations and the appropriate enforcement sanctions, including the decision to issue a
Notice of Violatinn; to propose or impose a civil penalty and the amount of this penalty; or
to issue an appropriate order (NRC directive tc modify, suspend, or ravoke a license, to
cease and desist from a given practice or activity, or to take such other action as may be
proper) after considering the general principles of the policy and the technical significance
of the violations and the surrounding circumstances. The NRC now recognizes that while
significant enforcement sanctions were issued to the Mi.lstone station, its actions were not
sufficient to ensure that the necessary corrective actiors were taken. However, the
remedy proposed neither corrects past practices by the licensee or NRC nor promotes
future regulatory effectiveness.

Regarding your discussion of risk,in November 1988, The NRC issued Generic Letter
88 20 requesting that each utility licensed to operate is nuclear power plant perform an
individual p| ant examination (IPE) to search for vulnert bilities to severe-accidents. As a
result of performing an IPE, a licensee was expected to develop an appreciation of
savore accident behavior, to gain an understanding ol the most likely severe-accident
sequences that could occur at its plants, to gain a more quantitative understanding of
overall probabilities of core damage and fission product releases, and to reduce, if
necessary,'hese probabilities by mcdifying the plant design or procedures. The licensees
used their IPEs to derive insi hts re0arding plant performance under severe accident0
conditions, and to identify potential plant improvements to reduce the probability of these
sequences. The IPE program was not structured to be the basis of regulations or
regulatory change as auch. The NRC agrees that the design issues identified at Millstone
Unit 3 could have had ar. impact on the results of the Millstone Unit 3 iPE. However,
before the NRC allows the licensee to restart Millstone Unit 3, licensing and design basis
issues, as well as other issues in the Millstone Restart Assessment Plan (e.g., Employee
Concerns Program), will need to be resolved.

I trust you find this letter responsive to your concerns.

Sincerely,

N#
wy\ #|

William D. Travers, Director
Special Projects Office
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
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